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All Material Handling (AMH) is an American based one-stop-shop company for your 

hoist, rigging hardware, and synthetic sling needs. With hoist capacities ranging from ¼-ton 

to 30-ton, and warehouse locations in all four corners of the continental US (CA, IA, TX, GA) 

they are able to cover most every need a customer might have. AMH is able to convert from 

order placement to front door delivery within 2-days. Providing not only quality to their 

customers, but an important time saving advantage!  

As time is of the essence, so is the continuous development of the product and its 

accessories. AMH sees the trend of increasing demand for self-locking hooks in wire-rope 

and chain-sling applications. All Material Handling therefore presents its new Self-Locking 

Hook for MA-(Hand Chain) and LA (Lever Chain)-Series hoist. Self-locking hooks are 

designed to close by the load being lifted, and opened by a hidden trigger that is protected 

from snagging by being flush to the surface of the hook.  They are easily assembled into 

standard bolted hook blocks, allowing complete hook inspection as per ASME B30 safety 

code. One of the best features of a self-locking hook is that its latch cannot go missing. 

With improvements such as the featured Self-Locking Hook and their other options, 

which include ‘USA made Load Chain’ (U-option), and shipyard hooks (S-option), AMH not 

only guarantees superior variety, but also quality by re-testing all altered hoists in their US 

service center locations with a re-certification documentation (by serial number). To show 

No more worries 

about inspections 

revealing missing  

or broken latches 
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the support of US-Made product, all hoists with the “U-option” will also display “USA LOAD 

CHAIN” and “USA ASSEMBLED & TESTED” stickers. 

Excellent service, excellent product, and a continuous drive for self-improvement is 

what All Material Handling stands for. AMH is a company you will want to have in your 

corner for your hoist, rigging hardware and synthetic sling needs, or in this case in all 4 

corners of the US.  
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